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Abstract:
The present Muslim world is full of turbulent and fire. The tumble down Muslim nation is involved in the giant Jihad. All
Muslims are in fugitive with looking forward to finding out a plain truth of Islam. Islam has divided into many sections. They
have given up the last speech in the Charter of Madina of Mohammad (PBUH) and the teaching of the Last Testament
Koran. Some have preferred the revolution by capturing the palace. This is called the style of Jihad. But Jihad is a mammoth
task by the whole period of Islamic life. We have to think and to innovate the new concept of Jihad which is being played by
all over the world.
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1.Introduction
The universe is differentiated by various types of theologies and doctrines. We have to know what is the definition of Jihad of
religion. These are in four kinds of theologies such as: a) Scriptural, or Divine b) Folk religions c) Man-Made doctrine and d)
atheist and theist. These all doctrines are whirled by a terrible giant which is known as Jihad. This is doctrine which is Jihad that
are to be two kind only that are described into wrong and correct but both are Jihad. It has been affected our society, nation,
continent and whole world which is especially explained by misinterpretation by the hesitated and designated Muslim. It is time
we all in all large religion should research that what is the definition of Jihad or struggle for the well-fare of the mankind and the
womankind in Theology. The plain truth which has been secreted as one. There is playing a fight by the brawny power and there
may be or Non-Muslim in everywhere that must be refunded. The fight of men is struggling against power-ness which is, fight of
relics, is fully against benumbing and renouncing. This is called a kind of Jihad. The preponderance is originating the back-ground
of the empower-list as the theoretic state and make up own religion and doctrine which is a must humanity that is being controlled
by the emblem of supper power that has been started from Adam to Eve. It is what has to give punishment to deviation and control
all kinds of artists. This is spiritual fundament speech which is made by people or mankind or woman kind but when they need to
make up law and jurisprudence. The people of this earth has stepped on the many kinds of developing and they have started
killing therapy by making a Jihad. This has a long history of the mankind and the womankind .Because the fight or war or struggle
or crusade was supervened between Christian and Muslim from 1096 to 1291 .From there Muslim is called it as Jihad and
Christian is called it as Crusade. We have to research who are the main killers to the making by the speech of theology. As every
religion is to remake for humanity. They feel own self in their deep reprimand in which they can loot their all loosening selfness.
They can own self grasp their selfness and can drink up their previous all essences. The false Jihad makes a snare in life caravan
which only can loot and snatch away the prowess. None can never come out of from cocoon in that there. We all are to be arrested
in the thinking tank by piercing in theology. Theology only can define about Jihad-ism. We know Theo means ALLAH or GOD
.Logy means Wisdom or Knowledge . This is time when we are losing wise, losing humanity and losing the plain truth of task.
Our research work will be trying to seek out frequently to differentiate between truth and false. What is Jihad and why but why it
is needed for whom. We all can't accept the theory of Jihad that the Muslim are playing now. We believe that every world religion
has Jihad but there is no killing, kidnapping, stealing, false speaking but these are seeing in the Muslim ruling period when they
have ascended into the palace by killing. But Jew, Christian, Buddhist, Veda and Zoroaster religion have the doctrines of Jihad,
and that they can't play it cruelly. That is done by Muslim that is to die is Shaheed (Scarified to GOD) and that is to live is
Gazee or Conqueror. This photo or scenery is not accepted by God. The image which is packed up mere killing, kidnapping,
rapping, looting, burring house burning vehicles, taking away other goods, transaction with Usury based Economic, Un-giving
Zakat or purification, killing neonatology and so on which all are for woe that are fully wronged. My research plan is to overview
that all theories of Jihad's theology have to explain and analyze what is the fittest theory to give up giant Jihad and compare to
other religion in the language of theology and who are the main culprits for Jihad that has to research and to make a peaceful
world where no will keep any indiscipline and anarchy and only will be present peace and peace but all human are to precede
brother & sister but none can our enemy. This burning and flashing fume must be closed which is started from global social
conflict and civilization conflict. This is false which must be canceled. It is main teaching of theology. It is time we all had to
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speak, explain, analyze and use up in right way which Jihad that must be comparative discussion in theology. Talking mankind &
we mankind from Jihad has to go to innovate the plain truth Jihad. There will no unjust or oppressor in the fewest one. The name
of this movement is Jihad which is must plain truth that will originate a new chapter and horizontal line in the human civilization.
Today, the whole Muslim world is full of turbulent and fire. They are being brain washed by the dishonest scholars who are to
capture the state power and thy are to false explain. So, for the mankind or womankind, we should research Jihad in theology by
the world religion. It is believed that the whole world will be set free from the name giant Jihad. ALLAH is the best merciful and
the best almighty of the power. It is introducing by the name of ALLAH. Today, the entire world is blind of Jihad which is termed
into giant or killer for the human civilization. ALLAH says: "Those who believe fight in the cause of ALLAH, and those who
disbelieve fight in the cause Taghut. So, fight against the allies of Satan. Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been weak. 1 Do the
people think that they will be left to say, "we believe' and they will not be tried? But we have certainly tried those before them,
and ALLAH will surely make evident those who are truthful and ALLAH (HE) will surely make evident the liars.2 Ahmad Jame
Tirmizee states : "The Salath is the main source of the Islamic life management but Jihad is also the highest peak of it". Allama
Iqbal says in the saddest: Tells very well, Departing from the earth Muslims! Questions on me, where Muslim? Are they present
alive? Moves on Christian, and Hinduism belongs? Gets on shaming apostles. To see your qualities3. Jihad may be the positive
aspects for poverty alleviation, preaching education or science in the life. The persons who are the disbelieve and unrealized in
shortening as regarded the Jihadee or unfortunately they have a will that is considered to Islam as terrorist and misuser4. The Jew
race is the best knowledge owner of the nations of the world who are trying to do something against Islam. All human are born to
Muslims. But some groups of apostle who are the misguides that has been said: We must eradicate Islam from the earth5. My
research case will try that our heart has not fire of love but has burning trash. Here is not real follow the teaching of the holy and
the glorious old & The Last testament. The truth speech of Mohammad (PBUH), has not memory of the Muslim world. There is
daily, annually, occasionally, usury based economy, Share of ALLAH based worship and the Jikiray Faiezer Kheilaphate-Billayet
as the style of Muslim worshipping stage. "The love of power" which enforces or believes to the basis of the plain truth and
welfare for the universal Muslim.
The real Jihad of Muslims is to win the instinct, to follow the path of GOD and to fight for the best work for the society. 7 This is
the Jihad which is the real truth and purification figure that Muslim wants if that is purified and correct against own-selfness. The
own and moral behaving which is private fighting. 8. To bear is very baby who are in innocence. The greater creator ALLAH has
sent prophets, messengers, scholars that are needed for the whole creature of the earth. ALLAH has sent the Divine books for
them. With the passage of time they have forgotten the teaching of the divine books. They have started rebelling against ALLAH
as the theme of Jihad. They are divided into two sections. One : The earth of ALLAH, where the persons who are fighting to
found the kingdom of ALLAH, they are the real founder or fighter of Jihad. Two : The persons who are trying to found the manmade theory, they are the ill-fighter of Jihad. From Adam to Mohammad (PBUH), here has founded many civilizations and
races.Today both of two have forgotten the teaching of the holy and the glorious old & The Last Testament but they have added
false, usury and share of ALLAH with their fighting which is also called Jihad. The path is plain truth which is middle way to
found a fighting is called Jihad. Some Muslims and non Muslims are creating false Jihad. The Jihad which is creating terror,
terrorist & terrorism. The non believers of Islam who are mainly trying to give a guilt to Islam, it is called Terrorist. Our research
article will clearly find out a latest theory who are the terrorists between culture age and civilization and which is truth and which
is wrong and who are the notorious curse for the human civilization. The real fact is that who have denied the teaching of ALLAH
but accepted the man-made doctrine who are the black darkener of electronic printing media of those handed, they are fighting a
fight against the plain truth of ALLAH and they are called Islam as the terrorist. The real case of Islam means peace and peace
and peace. The designated Muslims who have rebuilt man made theory and forgot the rules of ALLAH but they wreathed their
peace and happiness that are being embraced the lineage of Adam. The Millat of Abraham and the followers of Mohammad
PBUH) have been forgot by them. They have remade Nayebey Nabi and Nayebey Rasul which is the style of worldly Rububiat
that has gone away from them in share-ism. They have given up original sanction and they have done embargo to the truth. The
call of Jihad is not new but old. The Muslim nation has collapsed the teaching and philosophy of Islam but they have engaged into
Satanic Jihad. ALLAH says : And what ALLAH restored to ALLAH'S messenger from the people of the towns-it is for ALLAH
and for the messenger and for (HIS) near relatives and orphans and the [Stranded] traveler. So that it will not be a perpetual
distribution among the rich from among you. And whatever the messenger has given you-take and what he has forbidden you
refrain from. And fear ALLAH, indeed, ALLAH is severe in penalty. 9 The call of Jihad which has come to the universe that is
surely and certainly that is not especial for man or woman or group or nation but that is selected by ALLAH for the supernatural
being and human being who are the party of ALLAH. The total humanity of the human, who are torturer, ruler, exploiter,
malpractice-holder, usury maker, Share of ALLAH, the gets Ossila-ism, Media-ism, Shameless, necked, worst culture and manmade theory that are the providers and tacklers of spell bound of Jihad which all are under the limitation of the creator that are
composed by living style and activities if they take the plain truth and maintain the justice management in full of life doing that
may be peace and safe sound.10. Our case study is to analyze how is the style and feature of Jihad.
2.History Of Suppernatural And Humamn Beings
The persons who believe and who don't believe both of them have a creator as ALLAH. ALLAH is omnipresent in the whole
universe. ALLAH has created supernatural beings and human beings. ALLAH has created the undetermined number of the
Makhluk or creature. ALLAH says : Allah is the first and the last, the Ascendant and the Intimate and ALLAH is, of all things,
knowing.11. ALLAH is one and oneness. ALLAH says : Say, ALLAH (HE) is ALLAH [WHO IS] one, ALLAH the eternal
refuge. ALLAH (HE) neither begets nor is born, nor is there to ALLAH (HIM) any equivalent sent supernatural beings to the
earth as representative of the earth.12 Supernatural beings mean Genie. Genie means secret. There is a kind of embodying physical
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fitness and the fitness of soul-ism like human being can't see them. This is reason they are called Genie. The persons who are the
angels, they are the especial group of angels and they are called Genie and Iblish or Satan is their under group. 13 Coming to the
earth, this creatures had played into Fitna, Fasad, and Killing. So, the angels have described their experiences. With passage of
time, they started of practicing of share-ism, idolatry-ism, nature-ism, and injustice-ism. ALLAH had decayed them. But Iblish
was alive. It became Satan and today it is alive and it will alive before Keya-mat. And finally ALLHA has created mankind and
womankind to do representative of ALLAH. The Satan also had come to earth with Adam. All people of the earth are the lineage
connection of Adam and Eve. The people have forgotten the teaching of ALLAH but they have been playing the work of Satan.
They have remade idolater and they have started worshiping as Ram, Narod, Bashdev, Arjoon, Krishna, Radha, Durga, Kartik,
Ganesh Shiva, Manosa like Lat, Ujja and Manat who are the messengers of them and who are the followers of wrong way. This
refigured is not possible for mankind and womankind. To cross sky and the earth is to need a large power and ability. ALLAH has
given to the Genie in this type of power that human.14. There are many kinds of Genie community such as Iblish, Asf-bin-Barkhia,
Bilquis, Heen and Beens lived in the earth. 15 The human beings have chosen the art of Satan, they are playing their Jihad in
wrong way and some few are joining right way of Allah which path is good way of Jihad.
3.Definition
There is a word Jihad which is terror word that is known to all over to all over the world. The word Jihad is an Arabic word. It
means coming from Jahadoon or Joohoodoon or Jahada. Our case study means doing fight or struggle or attempt or try for the
well-fare. There are many men many minds about it. Some opine : Jihad means the holy war or battle for religion.16 It means to
protect the enemy which objectives are enforced for the verbal actions. So, you do not obey the unbelievers and do hard-deep
struggle with the help of this the holy and the glorious The Last Testament against them.17 The persons who are Muslim, they are
misguided by the meaning of Jihad. The persons who try hardship to follow, establish and perform the action of ALLAH, are
called The Haq or Real truth Jihad.18 The persons who are, who have to attempt, have to follow, have to establish, have to perform
the human made theory and false-dark therapy, are called the Bateel or black or dark or unjust or wrong in their lives, are called
The Bateel or False Jihad.19 This is called the greatest Jihad which means doing not do to battle, do not to loot and do not to
oppress, torture, but it means which you have, those have to expense to aim of ALLAH. To develop in agriculture, industry and
business or trading which are to help to establish the universe of ALLAH, is called also Jihad. To write book, to speak truth, to
control the malpractice and do bringing up the best governance as fighting for the country, are called as Jihad. The religion of
ALLAH and the rules of ALLAH are found in the best in the world, which you have, these spend in the way of ALLAH, is called
Jihad.20 ALLAH says : To spend a Morning or Evening for the way of ALLAH is better than all assets in the earth.21 Fatewaya
Alomgiree Says : Jihad means to Summon to the real religion and the persons who would treat laughing or Anker, or
Tahikirkraree and who would deny to accept and have to battle with doing Katal or Kital or Killing but it may be by the laying
down their souls-hearts or pelf and money.22 The persons who are believers, they are struggled by trying stone-hard for the way of
ALLAH and the persons who are unbelievers, they fight by trying stone-hard against the way of ALLAH.23
4.Kinds And Conditions
The Jihad which has other name and this type is 'Kital' or Killing. So there are different between Jihad and Kital. Kital means the
conflict one after another. Jihad is to do from leg to head, all parts of the body, are to abide by following the rules of ALLAH. So,
Kital is in two parties. First party is in the Haq or Justice. Second party is the Bateel or Unjust. The conditions of Kital : There is a
ruler who is a valid leadership. Kital is not valid, who is valid ruler which is not appropriate against him. ALLAH Subhanu Taala
Says : Permission [to fight] has been given to those who are being fought because they were wronged. And indeed, ALLAH is
competent to give them victory.24 There are many kinds of conditions whose against Jihad will be correct. They are : First : The
persons who have enemies against Islam, those have to call on conveying if he accepts the real religion but he denies without
having no treaties with them. Second : The persons who are in wise, witty, experiences in that case the will of Muslims must be
filled up. Third : If the country is attacked by the enemies that for Jihad or Kital is compulsory for Muslims or no Muslims. When
there is an oppressor ruler, then it would put up the speech of 'Insaf' or equity against the administrator that is the best Jihad.25 The
Last Messenger of ALLAH (PBUH) more Says : The person who fights against own bad humanism, he is called Mojahid or
Conqueror.26 There are conditions in other word : First : It will be existence of the state. ALLAH says : Those who convey the
messages of ALLAH and fear HIM and do not fear any one but ALLAH. And sufficient ALLAH as accountant.27 Second : To be
attacked and oppressed. Third : The leading and permission of the chief of the state. Rasul (PBUH) Says : The prime of the state is
to be the buckler and he would be the advancer who is being taken by playing Jihad or Kital.28 Fourth : Only who are military,
have to fight against warriors. ALLAH Subhanu Taala Says : Fight in the way of Allah those who fight you but do not transgress.
Indeed ALLAH does not like transgressors.29 The light of Islam attract men easily. Truth decays False. False decays the mankind
and the womankind. Today the people do not comprehend what is the best guide that is only Islam and Islam is the best.Islam has
not given permission to attack other a-heading in advancing. Here is no might is right. ALLAH Subhanu Taala Says : There Shall
be no compulsion (acceptance of) in religion.30. Rasul (PBUH) Says :
 Do not bamboozle in sheltering in the war
 Do not break up treaty
 Do not dishonor or pervert any man of animal
. Do not kill babies
 Do not kill women
 Do not kill Parson
 Do not kill Older
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 Do not kill ill-man
 Do not decay any township
 Do not kill animals such as cow or camel except you do not need foods.
 Do not cut down tress except if you do not need.31
5.JIHAD Before And After Mohammad
Islam always struggles against false and injustice. ALLAH Subhanu Taala Says : Indeed, those who have believed and those who
were Jews or Sabeans or Christians-those who believed in ALLAH and the Last Day and did righteousness-no fear will there be
concerning them, nor will they grieve. 32 The other religions of the world have established by the sword. The Veda, The
Manusangheta, The Ramayan, The Mahabharat, The Gueeta and The Injil, The Yasna, The Zenda Avesta and The Tpripitak are
full of the facts of fight or war. The greatest messenger Mohammad (PBUH) has come to preach Islam. The Quraesh, Auz-Kazraj,
Jew, Kafeer and Moonafik, frequently have done treaty with Mohammad (PBUH) but they frequently have broken the treaty with
them. He has fought first battle the Badar and the last battle of Tabook invasion. He has done fighting in a-heading against them.
At last the second Hizree, the Jihad has been approved by ALLAH. But the Muslim nation has remade Jihad as the holy war like
Christian. Think not that I am come to send peace on earth : I came not to spend peace.33 And Jew that : The country which is the
inhabitants of Jew where they live, and their all women, men and animals must be killed indiscriminately. 34 Premeditated
politically motivated violence perpetrated against noncombatant targets. But Islam dislikes it. There is no, might is right in
religion in Islam. 35 The conflict of Muslims started by the idolatry's attraction and great enemies and it was necessary to protect
for Muslims.36 Killing man an women by the Christian the representatives of Pope saw taking part in commemorating the winning
day.37 Before Mohammad (PBUH), Jew, Christian Mazes and Zoroaster were patronized by the state. The head of babies would be
torn by hit up wall. Man was to be killed by burning. They put up weapons to close the glace of liberty.38 Eardogan, the president
of Turk, says : The ideal of Jew-ism is the offence against humanity. By Jew-ism and face-ism, Islam is presented as violence. In
this way, they are doing crimes against humanity.39 They have been won by torturing the other religions. But it is regarded to
Islam child is the religion of blood shedding and it is converting the people by fighting that is fully wrong and incorrect. It is also
called the satanic Jihad. The real fact, all world divine religions are trying to establish the world peace, world tolerance and world
humanity.
6.Pertinent Of JIHAD
Jihad is a conflict or dual between Truth and False. To establish truth is a fully correct Jihad and to establish False is a fully
incorrect Jihad. To found other rules is Taught or Sanction without teaching of ALLAH. ALLAH Subhanu Taala says : And we
certainly sent into every nation a messenger, worship ALLAH and avoid Taught or Sanction. And among them were those whom
ALLAH guided, and among them were those upon whom error was decreed. So proceed through the earth and observe how was
the end of the deniers.40 The Jihad, to establish is an essential Neyamat or Merci for the whole universe.41 The sprit of Jihad is to
lay down Islam, and to establish the rules of ALLAH with good governing by the teaching method of the greatest creator,
Almighty of GOD. Those whom have that has to spend in the way of ALLAH. To mix between Truth and False is a must
blackening which is considered with share of ALLAH. To differentiate between Turk and False is also a kind of Jihad. ALLAH
Subhaue Taala Says : O people of the scripture, why do you mix the Truth with Falsehood and conceal the Truth while you
know.42 Today Muslim is fighting against Muslim one after another only conflicting not only conflicting but also all human are
busy to establish their Think Tank. They have to catch hold, weapons against Muslims, Man Woman and non Muslim. If we turn
the page of Muslim civilization, we must see the golden age of Mohammad (PBUH) period in the Muslim civilization. The
followers of Mohammad (PBUH) Omar, Othman and Ali were being killed. There has been drown the necked painting in the age
of Umaya, Abbasyd, Fatemia, Ottoman, Sultan and Mughal period cutting the heads of people have been decorated the court of
palace. The age of Abbasid, so-called Abul Abbas As-saffa is called the thirsty of blood shedding. The Sultan and the Mughal are
trying to remake their own religion such as Din-i-elahi and Khiljee. The variety schools of Islam have killed the undetermined
number of Muslim in the conflict of the such as Kharegee, Shiate, Shunny, Wahabee, Maleki, Shaffee, Hambalee, Mootajilee,
Suffee, Kurdee, Peer-ism, Muslim Political parties and so on. The history of the sub-continent of India in Muslim age is packed up
black guard. To ascend to the palace is to kill the Muslims brotherhood. Some people have remade their own made religion such
as Kadiany and Bahai. The Muslim have killed Muslims and have won the state power such as sultana period, Mumlook dynasty
Muslim look dynasty, Mughal dynasty, Nawab Siray ud doulla, Bahgabanthu sheikh Mujibur Rahman, Benjir Bhutta, Ziaul
Haque, Rafiq Harrinee, Saddam Hosssain, Sayed Kutub and president Ziaur Rahman. It can be said that Muslim palace means the
history of killing. All of them have forgotten the teaching of Jihad but they have given misguiding explanation. Ikhwanus Safa in
Egypt, Taliban, Jago Mujahid, Laskere Taibah, The party of ALLAH, Jamayete Islam all have remade religious doctrinal political
party which are playing to cope with the state power. All them are sacrificing their lives and they believe and expect : To die is
Shaheed or Martyr and to live is conqueror or Gazee. This explanation in Islam is miss-explanation. It is high time we all should
realize, study and research about Jihad. We should put up throwing to the world its good and real evaluation for the dissertation.
Losing and killing lives are doing disgrace and dishonor by bleeding valuation. The Jihad of the life Mohammad (PBUH) have to
mention with clearly and seriously. Its explicit and implicit have to expose for establishing the world peace by Jihad. The
designated Muslim Moonaifiks are to be cancelled and to be fought Jihad against them. Its importance has to mention against nonMuslims Kafeer and sharers of ALLAH. The Jihad will be played against Soul, Heart, Satan and Genie. Jangee-ism, Terrorism,
Lawlessness-ism, Mob-rule-ism, Suicidal-ism can never be Jihad. These all are fully False and Confiscated. We have to sow seed
of the real Jihad in this turbulent and fire land in the Muslim civilization which is played by personal verbal action. We have to
found Truth by the physical struggling and have to decay Falsehood. It is to make up pure economics free from Usury,
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adulteration and poison things such as Liquid, Solid, Fruits and foods. It is a great Jihad of this time. The religion of ALLAH,
Islam has to analyze and research by the real thinking Tank and scholars. The world people could know about Jihad what is Truth
and what is False? The persons who are researchers, have to redefine the real truth and the content of the discussion of Jihad. To
make up good culture is to be struggled against bad-black culture. In this way there must be set free the best culture and be
founded the best political theory. Where there are such kind of animals, men, township, trees and nations which are not doomed
illegally, there are called the plain truth Jihad. The persons who are the Thinking Tankers, have to write books about real Jihad.
This art will be proved that Islam exercises to expose the Jihad of the glamour. We have to research about scientific knowledge
fine arts. arts, preaching and running away by writing the real argument for Jihad. This is why Jihad will be appreciated and
proved to the world court as the best fruitful which will help to remake a peaceful world where there will never illegal only will
alive legal.
7.Review Of Related Literature
My case study is to be helped and inspired by ALLAH that is the holy and the glorious Quran. All praise to ALLAH. And
Secondly the Hadith of Rasul has serously inspired to compose this article. The subject is very authenticated for the world Muslim
and the whole mankind. There are many misguided Muslims who are engaged into Vanished the peaceful moment of the world
who are the member of the Islamic designated party. The article is designed by primary, secondary and Tertiary sources. The
primary sources are of many. Tafsir Tabery, Tafsir Ibn Kasir and Tafhimool Quran are the inspirer to me to write this article. My
pious parents, Mr. Noab Ali, Mrs. Mouree Begum are the main inspiration and I am indebted into all divine books and scholars. A
learned woman, Shammy Akter Munny has helped to study this article.
8.Methodology Of The Study
The primary sources are in the holy and the glorious Quran which is written in Arabic, English and Bengali. Tertiary sources are
in Bengali. Some are translated into Bengali and English. Bokharee, Muslim Tirmiji, Majah and Mustadrak are in Bengali.The
readers and researchers are also to get the latest findings and to expose the plain Truth of Jihad. As a researcher I believe and
expect that all kind of people will help to read my research case. It will be exposed the plain truth of Jihad-ism. The readers and
researchers have to learn what is the main definition of Jihad.
9.Conclusion
To kill man and woman in injustice is not Jihad. Hartal, Strike, To break vehicle, To decay assets, Kidnapping and Killing are not
playing Jihad. Jihad is to differentiate between truth and false. To found truth and to decay false are considered as Jihad. Jihad is
the military life which is main worshipping verbal act of believers. It is always compulsory on the Moomin or believers. So, it is to
gain the path of ALLAH and to try to realize the Haq or good. For moral refining hard struggling to preach religion which is
Islam. For establishing religion to fight finally, protest, to mention Truth, Jalim or outrage power that is to fight, is regarded
military struggle. Jihad and Kital are the head and the tail of the coin. The best Jihad of this world is to struggle to establish the
fundamental law of ALLAH for the world well being for the mankind, the womankind, the animal-kind and the trees-kind such as
Haqqul Ibaad, Haqqullah and Haqqulwala-dayeen. The age of Mohammad (PBUH) is the golden age. After that it is coming out
less than less crossing metal and turns into Bronze to the like the fruitless person. So the fault causing to lay down lives and to
damage assets and goods are all increasing into the bareness of the list of ALLAH. Come on all kinds of learners, readers and
researchers and we all explain and dissertate the real Jihad and read the holy and the glorious Last Testament and make up world
peaceful life. Iba Amor (R:) Says : There is a man who comes to Rasulullah (PBUH), and he wants to allow to go to Jihad. He
says : Are your parents alive? The man replies : yes. He says : you go to that Jihad where which you will take or nurse them. 43
Today world is full of turbulent and fire especially in the Muslim civilization. ALLAH Subhanu Taala Says : Say, This is my way
: I invite to ALLAH with insight, I and those who follow me. And exalted is ALLAH; and I am not of those who associate others
with Allah.44
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